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IS IT TIME TO RE-IMAGINE THE MEDICARE HOSPICE BENEFIT? 

 

By most measures, the Medicare Hospice Benefit (MHB) has been a great success. But do 

changing times mean we need to re-think this mainstay of end-of-life care in the United 

States? Writing for Generations magazine, Perry G. Fine and Malene S. Davis argue that while 

the Medicare Hospice Benefit (MHB) was revolutionary at its inception, it’s time for a new 

solution to address the unique needs of the present time. 

 

Since its creation 35 years ago, the Medicare Hospice Benefit has improved the lives of millions 

of Americans experiencing serious illness. More than simply providing a medical solution for 

dying individuals, it has actively supported the caregiving and emotional needs of families, too.  

 

Nevertheless, over the course of the last three decades, the mandate of hospice in the US 

has changed. And the MHB should change with it, say the authors. In examining what the 

next generation of the MHB might look like, the authors provide several lessons that can be 

drawn from the history thus far of the Benefit. 

 

The first lesson: The Medicare Hospice Benefit is Effective. In particular, the interdisciplinary 

team structure has proven markedly more effective than the conventional, non-team approach 

that it is replacing. “With great adherence to the team-based paradigm over the years, when 

applied to care for patients with life-limiting disease and their families, the interdisciplinary team 

model has consistently derived the desirable outcomes of safe and comfortable dying, self-

determined life closure, and effective bereavement; as such, this model of care migrated 

upstream to chronic care, most notably as the Chronic Care Model (CCM).” 

 

The interdisciplinary team model has been shown to impact life expectancy. “Life expectancy is 

longer for those receiving hospice care—on average, up to a month longer.” The question of 

survival is a significant one, considering the perception to be overcome that enrolling in hospice 

represents “giving up” and welcoming death. Interdisciplinary teams have also been shown to 

positively impact surviving caregivers. “Overall, the husbands and wives of decedents who had 

hospice care outlived those whose spouses died without hospice care.” 

 

The second lesson: The Hospice Benefit is Economically Sound. A variety of studies have 

demonstrated that hospice care generally lowers overall expenditures and reduces unnecessary 

treatments that are not desired by the patient and their family. Research suggests, says the article, 

that enrolling in hospice care saves the health system thousands of dollars per individual, say the 

authors, simply by giving them the care that they desire. “Hospice is under-used and, by 
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inference, every 1 percent increase in hospice days during the last year of life would reduce 

Medicare expenditures by $567 million, while improving the beneficiary and family care 

experience.” 

 

Lesson three: The Medicare Benefit Has Not Kept Pace With Reality. “The rate of growth of 

hospice care since 1982, when it became a Medicare Part A carve-out, is unprecedented - from 

25,000 patients served per year then, to many more than 1.3 million per year now.” Despite this 

incredible growth, the median length of service in hospice has remained steady and low, 

averaging 2-3 weeks. With one third of hospice patients dying within a week of enrollment, it’s 

clear that hospice’s benefits are severely under-utilized. 

 

“An ever-increasing, perturbing, and important determinant of late referral to hospice is 

prognostic uncertainty.” Simply put, it’s hard to know when patients are going to die, and that  

uncertainty impacts when they are able to enroll in hospice. When the Medicare Hospice Benefit 

was first introduced, hospice in the US had only been introduced a decade earlier from the early 

models in the UK. Hospice at that time was mostly focused on caring for patients with cancer, 

and highly lethal diseases like HIV/AIDs was in the 1980s.  

 

Since that time, however, patients are increasingly needing hospice care in situations where 

prognoses are unclear, and determinations of mortality are hard to specify with exactness. 

Qualifying as having “a life expectancy of six months or less if the disease runs its normal 

course” is increasingly difficult, since “normal” is now so hard to define. It is likely that 

prognostic uncertainty will continue to grow in the future. The MHB is failing to keep pace with 

this reality. 

 

Lesson Four: The MHB Is a Model for More Comprehensive and Coordinated Advanced 

Illness Care. Early on during hospice’s growth in the United States, it was widely recognized 

that for many doctors and patients, hospice would not be seen as an acceptable option. The fact 

that receiving hospice care meant facing the reality of likely death within six months placed a 

very large psychological barrier between many seriously ill patients and the care that would have 

been served them. Another major barrier is the requirement that hospice patients forgo all 

curative treatments, leading many to balk at potentially “giving up” too early on the possibility of 

a longer lifespan. Despite the hurdles to full implementation of hospice and palliative care, one 

thing is clear: The last 35 years of MHB has provided “a rich source of experiential and 

empirical evidence from which to craft more effective but still financially sustainable 

improvements to advanced illness care.” 

 

The authors conclude that the MHB was a great step forward in its time, and that the 

benefit should be improved and advanced in its purpose in order to meet the needs of the 

next three decades. In the face of growing prognostic uncertainty, it is crucial to craft the future 

of this benefit in a way that all seriously ill Americans – and the health systems that serve them – 

can benefit from hospice and palliative care. “Regardless of what we call this benefit, or how it 

evolves within the larger sphere of American healthcare, what must not be lost along the way is 

the irreplaceable core virtue of hospice: human dignity.” (Generations, Spring 2017, 

http://viewer.epageview.com/Viewer.aspx?docid=d9cc8c95-887b-4c4a-bb4e-

a75b00f280cf#?page=60) 
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CROSS-COUNTRY SURVEY REVEALS INTERNATIONAL 

DIFFERENCES AND COMMONALITIES IN END-OF-LIFE VIEWS 

 

There is a large gap between what people say they want at the end of life, and what they 

actually receive from the health care system. This is true in the United States, and other 

countries around the world, according to a recent study conducted by The Economist in 

partnership with the Kaiser Family Foundation. Representative samples were surveyed in four 

nations including Japan, the United States, Italy, and Brazil. Each of these countries has very 

particular histories, demographics, and cultural circumstances. Despite these differences, 

researchers found that there were commonalities and shared lessons to be found across all four 

countries.  

 

Most of those surveyed have lost a close friend or family member to death within the last 

five years. From those surveyed, researchers found a variety of takeaways that inform how we 

can understand the current state of end-of-life care worldwide, and the differences and 

commonalities that exist across cultures. The first is that, despite differences that exist between 

Japan, the United States, Italy, and Brazil, the shared experiences of people at the end of life are 

remarkable.  

 

In speaking to people who had recently lost loved ones, common themes emerged. For 

example, a majority in each country said that their government is “not well-prepared to deal with 

the aging population.” Those surveyed, regardless of nation, were likely to give their 

government a negative rating on how they handle end-of-life care.  
 

Another area of agreement across the four nations is in the general desire to die at home. 
“Majorities in all four countries express a preference to die at home, but fewer say they expect to 

die at home than say that is their wish.” Large majorities in all nations expressed that physicians 

should be “completely honest with seriously ill patients, regardless of their prognosis.”  
 

Another key takeaway from the study was to note the priorities that individuals in each 

nation had for end-of-life care. A majority in Japan, the United States, and Italy all expressed a 

preference for reducing pain and stress at the end of life. In Brazil, however, a larger proportion 

said that they preferred to extend life, even at the cost of suffering. Those surveyed tended to 

hold this opinion both for their own care and the care of others.  
 

Researchers found general agreement across countries that death is a subject that is 

generally avoided, rather than being a topic that is freely spoken of. The United States, 

however, stands out as being a country where death is relatively freely talked about. Higher 

shares of Americans reported having had end-of-life conversations with a loved one, and having 

those wishes written down. 
 

About one in five adults surveyed said that they were involved in helping make medical 

decisions for the loved one who died in the last five years. This was consistent across 

countries. Acting as a medical decision-maker for others does seem to have impacted the way 

individuals related to their own care preparations. “In Japan, the U.S., and Brazil, those who 

served as a medical decision-maker for someone else are more likely to say they’ve had a serious 

conversation with a loved one about their own end-of-life wishes, and to have those wishes in a 

written document.” 
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Across all countries surveyed, participants generally reported satisfaction with the way 

that the end of life was handled in the case of their loved one. “Majorities across countries say 

their loved one’s wishes about medical care were followed, that their spiritual and religious 

beliefs were respected, and that they died with friends or family present.”  

 

Nevertheless, substantial portions of those surveyed – especially in Japan and Brazil – 

reported that their loved one suffered more than may have been necessary. Substantial 

minorities also reported that loved ones did not receive adequate treatments to prolong life. 

“About one in five of those experiencing the death of a loved one across countries say their loved 

one received medical care that placed an undue burden on the patient’s family.” (KFF, 4/27, 

kff.org/report-section/views-and-experiences-with-end-of-life-medical-care-a-cross-country-

survey-summary/; The Economist, 4/29, www.economist.com/news/international/21721375-

how-medical-profession-starting-move-beyond-fighting-death-easing-it-better) 

 

 

HOSPICE AND END-OF-LIFE NOTES 

 

* “Medicare Program; FY 2018 Hospice Wage Index and Payment Rate Update and 

Hospice Quality Reporting Requirements” was posted online at the link below and will be 

published in the Federal Register on 5/3. This proposed rule would update the hospice wage 

index, payment rates, and cap amount for fiscal year (FY) 2018. Additionally, this rule proposes 

changes to the hospice quality-reporting program, including proposing new quality measures, 

soliciting feedback on an enhanced data collection instrument, and describing plans to publicly 

display quality measures and other hospice data. The proposal is open for comments through 

6/26. In response to the proposal, “Jonathan Keyserling at the National Hospice and 

Palliative Care Organization said in a statement that the marginal payment hike ‘further 

burdens the community facing ever-increasing costs, and forces hospice providers to do 

more with less.’ He added that the payment increase should be twice as much to about 2.2%. 

(Federal Register, s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2017-08563.pdf; 

Modern Healthcare, 4/28, 

www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20170428/NEWS/170429843/cms-proposes-payment-raises-

for-hospice-skilled-nursing-and-rehab) 

 

* The National POLST Paradigm has updated the Physician Orders for Life-Sustaining 

Treatment form to make it clearer that the form is for a specific population – the dying. 

“The POLST Paradigm is intended to be used by patients who are seriously ill or frail and whose 

health care professionals wouldn’t be surprised if they died within a year” (NPP, 4/17, 

polst.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/2017.04.17-Appropriate-POLST-Paradigm-Form-Use-

Policy.pdf) 

 

* The Spring 2017 issue of Generations magazine is focused on “closing the care gap” for 

patients at the end of life. “Our healthcare system is ill-equipped to provide such a 

comprehensive approach to care, but it is the hope that this edition of the journal provides a solid 

perspective on critical issues and a map of the terrain ahead.” (Generations, Spring 2017, 

http://viewer.epageview.com/Viewer.aspx?docid=d9cc8c95-887b-4c4a-bb4e-

a75b00f280cf#?page=8) 

 

http://kff.org/report-section/views-and-experiences-with-end-of-life-medical-care-a-cross-country-survey-summary/
http://kff.org/report-section/views-and-experiences-with-end-of-life-medical-care-a-cross-country-survey-summary/
http://www.economist.com/news/international/21721375-how-medical-profession-starting-move-beyond-fighting-death-easing-it-better
http://www.economist.com/news/international/21721375-how-medical-profession-starting-move-beyond-fighting-death-easing-it-better
https://s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2017-08563.pdf
http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20170428/NEWS/170429843/cms-proposes-payment-raises-for-hospice-skilled-nursing-and-rehab
http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20170428/NEWS/170429843/cms-proposes-payment-raises-for-hospice-skilled-nursing-and-rehab
http://polst.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/2017.04.17-Appropriate-POLST-Paradigm-Form-Use-Policy.pdf
http://polst.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/2017.04.17-Appropriate-POLST-Paradigm-Form-Use-Policy.pdf
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* A shortage of home health aides threatens the well being of seriously ill patients and 

people with disabilities. “The emerging crisis is driven by low wages — around $10 an hour, 

mostly funded by state Medicaid programs — and a shrinking pool of workers willing to perform 

this physically and emotionally demanding work: helping people get into and out of bed, go to 

the bathroom, shower, eat and participate in routine activities, often while dealing with 

challenging behaviors.” (Washington Post, 4/23, www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-

science/the-disabled-and-the-elderly-are-facing-a-big-problem-not-enough-

aides/2017/04/21/5846f576-237f-11e7-a1b3-

faff0034e2de_story.html?utm_term=.bf7f763642eb) 

 

* “My friend was dying. As his doctor, I had to tell him the truth.” Dr. Aroonsiri 

Sangarlangkarn writes about their experience of building a relationship with a patient, and 

eventually having a conversation to encourage them to enroll in hospice care. Above all, Dr. 

Sangarlangkarn observes that caring for people at the end of life is complicated by the lack of 

continuity and relationship in care. “When patients appear skeptical after hearing our 

recommendations, I empathize with them, too. I’d also be skeptical if I didn’t know the name of 

the person recommending the next major step in my care.” (Washington Post, 4/23, 

www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/my-friend-was-dying-as-his-doctor-i-had-to-

tell-him-the-trutha-real-relationship-makes-a-difference-as-the-end-nears/2017/04/22/b32ebf3e-

13e2-11e7-ada0-1489b735b3a3_story.html) 

 

* Professional caregivers need to care themselves. A recent article offers some tips for 

employers on how to provide support for caregivers. Above all, it’s important to “create working 

conditions that help reduce the risk of caregiver burnout and compassion fatigue.” (Glatfelter 

Healthcare Practice, 4/18, http://www.glatfelterhealthcarepractice.com/newsletter-spring-

2017/ID/1632/_hsenc/p2ANqtz--XSyb-GwY1j6boebhYP3PgL-

XA_E0Fjt4EYUjfrfiwh_OsUvTG0-

aNH3RcMKlJp8mwFSeWpe3zucOZN_Orl6JK1yx9JA/_hsmi/51151137?hsCtaTracking=75fbff

1e-bcf7-4bc9-bb3b-2751f61bf0b0%7Ceb0b533b-483d-40b6-afc0-2653bf7e2eb5) 

 

* Stanford Medicine features “a patient advocate’s impassioned plea to care for the 

caregiver, too.” Renata Louwers tells of her experience caring for her husband when he was 

dying with cancer. Louwers offers ways that hospitals could make such experiences more 

manageable. For Louwers, hospice provided relief. “I felt important. I felt listened to.” The 

hospice center had “textures, aromas, serene colors on the wall, a throw on the bed and cookies 

baking,” and there was also always a space for her to physically occupy — something that had 

been a problem in the hospital, where she was often scolded for being in the wrong place. Most 

importantly, she was told that she could finally “be a wife instead of a caregiver.” (Stanford 

Medicine, 4/24, scopeblog.stanford.edu/2017/04/24/a-patient-advocates-impassioned-plea-to-

care-for-the-caregiver-too/) 
 

* What does it mean to “live well” after receiving a terminal diagnosis? Dr. Steven Pantilat, 

a University of California, San Francisco, School of Medicine professor, seeks to answer 

this question in his new book, “Life After the Diagnosis.” Dr. Pantilat believes that the end of 

life can still be a good life. “As you get sicker, treatments may not actually help you live longer. 

They may even make your life shorter and ruin the life you hoped to extend. I encourage people 

to talk about their hopes and worries and let that guide their treatments.” (Sacramento Bee, 4/24, 

www.sacbee.com/news/local/health-and-medicine/article145836144.html) 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/the-disabled-and-the-elderly-are-facing-a-big-problem-not-enough-aides/2017/04/21/5846f576-237f-11e7-a1b3-faff0034e2de_story.html?utm_term=.bf7f763642eb
http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/the-disabled-and-the-elderly-are-facing-a-big-problem-not-enough-aides/2017/04/21/5846f576-237f-11e7-a1b3-faff0034e2de_story.html?utm_term=.bf7f763642eb
http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/the-disabled-and-the-elderly-are-facing-a-big-problem-not-enough-aides/2017/04/21/5846f576-237f-11e7-a1b3-faff0034e2de_story.html?utm_term=.bf7f763642eb
http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/the-disabled-and-the-elderly-are-facing-a-big-problem-not-enough-aides/2017/04/21/5846f576-237f-11e7-a1b3-faff0034e2de_story.html?utm_term=.bf7f763642eb
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/my-friend-was-dying-as-his-doctor-i-had-to-tell-him-the-trutha-real-relationship-makes-a-difference-as-the-end-nears/2017/04/22/b32ebf3e-13e2-11e7-ada0-1489b735b3a3_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/my-friend-was-dying-as-his-doctor-i-had-to-tell-him-the-trutha-real-relationship-makes-a-difference-as-the-end-nears/2017/04/22/b32ebf3e-13e2-11e7-ada0-1489b735b3a3_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/my-friend-was-dying-as-his-doctor-i-had-to-tell-him-the-trutha-real-relationship-makes-a-difference-as-the-end-nears/2017/04/22/b32ebf3e-13e2-11e7-ada0-1489b735b3a3_story.html
http://www.glatfelterhealthcarepractice.com/newsletter-spring-2017/ID/1632/_hsenc/p2ANqtz--XSyb-GwY1j6boebhYP3PgL-XA_E0Fjt4EYUjfrfiwh_OsUvTG0-aNH3RcMKlJp8mwFSeWpe3zucOZN_Orl6JK1yx9JA/_hsmi/51151137?hsCtaTracking=75fbff1e-bcf7-4bc9-bb3b-2751f61bf0b0%7Ceb0b533b-483d-40b6-afc0-2653bf7e2eb5
http://www.glatfelterhealthcarepractice.com/newsletter-spring-2017/ID/1632/_hsenc/p2ANqtz--XSyb-GwY1j6boebhYP3PgL-XA_E0Fjt4EYUjfrfiwh_OsUvTG0-aNH3RcMKlJp8mwFSeWpe3zucOZN_Orl6JK1yx9JA/_hsmi/51151137?hsCtaTracking=75fbff1e-bcf7-4bc9-bb3b-2751f61bf0b0%7Ceb0b533b-483d-40b6-afc0-2653bf7e2eb5
http://www.glatfelterhealthcarepractice.com/newsletter-spring-2017/ID/1632/_hsenc/p2ANqtz--XSyb-GwY1j6boebhYP3PgL-XA_E0Fjt4EYUjfrfiwh_OsUvTG0-aNH3RcMKlJp8mwFSeWpe3zucOZN_Orl6JK1yx9JA/_hsmi/51151137?hsCtaTracking=75fbff1e-bcf7-4bc9-bb3b-2751f61bf0b0%7Ceb0b533b-483d-40b6-afc0-2653bf7e2eb5
http://www.glatfelterhealthcarepractice.com/newsletter-spring-2017/ID/1632/_hsenc/p2ANqtz--XSyb-GwY1j6boebhYP3PgL-XA_E0Fjt4EYUjfrfiwh_OsUvTG0-aNH3RcMKlJp8mwFSeWpe3zucOZN_Orl6JK1yx9JA/_hsmi/51151137?hsCtaTracking=75fbff1e-bcf7-4bc9-bb3b-2751f61bf0b0%7Ceb0b533b-483d-40b6-afc0-2653bf7e2eb5
http://www.glatfelterhealthcarepractice.com/newsletter-spring-2017/ID/1632/_hsenc/p2ANqtz--XSyb-GwY1j6boebhYP3PgL-XA_E0Fjt4EYUjfrfiwh_OsUvTG0-aNH3RcMKlJp8mwFSeWpe3zucOZN_Orl6JK1yx9JA/_hsmi/51151137?hsCtaTracking=75fbff1e-bcf7-4bc9-bb3b-2751f61bf0b0%7Ceb0b533b-483d-40b6-afc0-2653bf7e2eb5
http://scopeblog.stanford.edu/2017/04/24/a-patient-advocates-impassioned-plea-to-care-for-the-caregiver-too/
http://scopeblog.stanford.edu/2017/04/24/a-patient-advocates-impassioned-plea-to-care-for-the-caregiver-too/
http://www.sacbee.com/news/local/health-and-medicine/article145836144.html
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* An article in the Boston Globe explores the costs—fiscally, physically, and emotionally—

of providing dialysis to patients near life’s end. Though the moving story of Kay Borguyne 

and her family’s experiences, the article explores the difficult issues that must be faced. 

According to the article, “A 2012 study of patients with end-stage kidney disease found that 

those who underwent dialysis lived 404 days longer than those who decided against the 

procedure. But 326 of those extra days were spent undergoing dialysis, and an uncounted number 

were lost to hospitalization.” The article highlights the value of end-of-life care conversations 

with patients nearing the end of life. That discussion, for Borguyne and her family, lead to 

palliative care, hospice, and a better end of life. (Boston Globe, 4/16, 

www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2017/04/16/rethinking-dialysis-movement-offer-choices-

including-choice-say/JryMWlPo2p9LBxU4SJ8HhN/story.html) 

 

* “LGBTQ-Inclusive Hospice & Palliative Care: A Practical Guide to Transforming 

Professional Practice,” is a new book by Kimberly Acquaviva, PhD, MSW, CSE, a tenured 

faculty member at the George Washington University School of Nursing. The book is 

focused on giving hospice and palliative care staff “actionable strategies to use in transforming 

care of all patients so that it’s truly LGBTQ-inclusive.” Acquavia has offered online, at no 

cost, “The Assessment Tool for LGBTQ-Inclusive Hospice and Palliative Care,” a tool that 

helps programs “in auditing their current policies and practices.” This tool is available at the 

second link below. (LGBT Inclusive Hospice & Palliative Care, 4/2017, www.lgbtq-

inclusive.com/about-the-book; www.lgbtq-inclusive.com/resources-and-checklists) 

 

* The American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) has released guidance for clinicians 

to help “determine the appropriate treatment of patients with metastatic pancreatic cancer 

and to help them advise patients and their families about how to access and use palliative 

care services.” Among several key recommendations, the ASCO suggests that “patients with 

metastatic pancreatic cancer should undergo a full assessment of symptom burden, psychological 

status, and social supports as early as possible, preferable at the first visit.” (Clinical Advisor, 

4/25, www.clinicaladvisor.com/hematologyoncology-information-center/guideline-released-for-

metastatic-pancreatic-cancer/article/652638/) 

 

* Is it possible to have a good death? “Death is inevitable. A bad death is not,” writes the 

Economist. The first step is conversation. “Most doctors enter medicine to help people delay 

death, not to talk about its inevitability. But talk they must.” (Economist, 4/29, 

www.economist.com/news/leaders/21721371-death-inevitable-bad-death-not-how-have-better-

death) 
 

* Sandra Martin’s book, “A Good Death: Making the Most of Our Final Choices” 

examines the challenging but inevitable question: How do you want to die? “A Good 

Death confronts our fears about dying, our struggle for meaning, and our dread of being 

trapped by voracious medical technology in a nightmare world that has abandoned caring in 

pursuit of curing, no matter the cost or the suffering to patients and their families.” (Hill 

Times, 4/24, http://www.hilltimes.com/2017/04/24/104162/104162) 
 

Hospice Analytics is the national sponsor of Hospice News Network for 2017. Hospice Analytics is an information-

sharing research organization whose mission is to improve hospice utilization and access to quality end-of- life 

care. For additional information, please call Dr. Cordt Kassner, CEO, at 719-209- 1237 or see 

www.HospiceAnalytics.com. 

http://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2017/04/16/rethinking-dialysis-movement-offer-choices-including-choice-say/JryMWlPo2p9LBxU4SJ8HhN/story.html
http://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2017/04/16/rethinking-dialysis-movement-offer-choices-including-choice-say/JryMWlPo2p9LBxU4SJ8HhN/story.html
https://www.lgbtq-inclusive.com/about-the-book
https://www.lgbtq-inclusive.com/about-the-book
http://www.lgbtq-inclusive.com/resources-and-checklists
http://www.clinicaladvisor.com/hematologyoncology-information-center/guideline-released-for-metastatic-pancreatic-cancer/article/652638/
http://www.clinicaladvisor.com/hematologyoncology-information-center/guideline-released-for-metastatic-pancreatic-cancer/article/652638/
http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21721371-death-inevitable-bad-death-not-how-have-better-death
http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21721371-death-inevitable-bad-death-not-how-have-better-death
http://www.hilltimes.com/2017/04/24/104162/104162
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